
Griffin Pump & Equipment manufactures a complete line of accessories to aid in your wellpoint and dewatering needs. From 
the wellpoint to the pump, Griffin Pump can supply the total system for you to install and operate your wellpoint system. 
From the wellpoint to the pump, Griffin Pump can supply the total system for you to install and operate your wellpoint 
system.
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SWINGJOINTS WELLPOINTS HEADER PIPE

In the interest of product improvement, specifications may change without notice.

Griffin Pump & Equipment Speedfast 
swingjoints are a plastic/PVC construction 
to make them inert to most environments.

They are constructed of a flexible, yet 
reinforced hose to allow ease of installation 
while maintaining durability in the field. 
They include a clear elbow to visually see 
the flow through the system. The butterfly 
valve allows the system to be tuned to 
monitor and maintain the vacuum level on 
the system without additional tools.

Griffin wellpoints are the leading wellpoints 
in the industry. They are available in 1-1/2” 
or 2” diameters and with stainless steel 
screen or PVC screen.

They are available in a non-jetting or self-
jetting configuration. With our patented 
“Aquaspade” design, we make the 
installation easy with a “self-jetting” tip.

Griffin can supply a complete header pipe 
system to meet your needs. Header is 
available in 4”, 6” or 8” diameter PVC as a 
standard.

The complete header system comes with 
PVC header pipe with saddles already 
installed. We include the header coupling 
and screw bands to join to other header as 
well as plugs to cap the saddles that may 
not be necessary in your specific layout.

Other fittings such as tees, caps, and 
elbows are available to complete your 
system.

Griffin can also supply grommets to be field  
installed as well as individual components.

Aquaspade All PVC with Drawdown Tube

Aquaspade Self-Jetting, PVC Screen

Aquaspade Self-Jetting, Stainless Steel Screen


